


VARSITY

GOLF



INSPIRING PLAYERS, TEAMS AND FANS TO 

GET OUT AND WALK, KEEP ACTIVE AND 

BUILD CAMARADERE

MISSION: WALK



THE WALKING TREND:  
Step counting apps are on the rise globally, with a projected ~300% increase in market size 

through 2023. 

Source:  Visiongain

GLOBAL	SMART	SHOE	MARKET	

Source:		Market	Research	Future	
h ps://www.marketresearchfuture.com/reports/fitness-app-market-1405	



REVERSE-CARRY
ERGONOMIC COMFORT

PERFECT BALANCE
POCKET EFFICIENCY



Adding extra style to your game, the Special Edition is a leather-
look version of the Original Jones carry bag. The classic
unstructured body and single strap maintains the traditional
Jones design while the black accents bring in additional style to
the bag. The leather-look vinyl allows for easy cleaning and,
better than leather, won’t soak up the morning dew during your
early weekend rounds. Keep it simple, and play Jones.

ORIGINAL
Special Edition



5 Colour Options

Velour 
Top

CLASSIC

STAND BAG

Mirrored 
Pockets

Mirrored 
Pockets

GREEN
CS105

GREEN
CS105

WHITE
CS106

NAVY
CS103

GREY
CS102

BLACK
CS101

The Jones Classic Stand/Cart bag is the best of
both worlds in a stand bag and cart bag. At only
5lbs, this bag is an evolution of the classic stand
bag that became an instant icon in the 80’s and
90’s. With symmetrical pocket design, all
pockets are equally accessible from the front of
the bag when on a cart. Eight pockets provide
ample storage for your mid-round supplies, and
the super-comfortable Jones carry strap allows
for versatility of carrying on either the left or
right shoulder. Its fully integrated stand
mechanism means the bag bottom won't get
caught when positioning on a power cart or pull
cart, and the iconic twist handle and bottom
grab handle make lifting from your trunk a
breeze. Plus, the plush velour top opening
protects your performance shafts from
scratches and wear. The traditional Jones
design combined with modern, durable
materials make this the perfect choice for any
round, whether walking or riding on a cart.
Available in 5 stylish colours.

CLASSIC
STAND / CART BAG

Who says a cart bag has 
to be big and bulky?

Only 
5 lbs

with
8 Front-access 

Pockets



CLASSIC SHOE BAG

DISTINGUISHED 
EVENT GIFT

The most premium shoe bag on the market. Transport your shoes
in style with Jones Classic Shoe Bag, including the new heathered
colors. With minimal and understated aesthetics, Jones Classic
Shoe Bag provides everything you need and nothing you don’t.
Utilize the large pocket for your kicks and the small velour-lined
pocket for storing valuables or extra socks. The signature Jones
twisted handle makes for an easy grab-and-go when you're on the
run. So, grab your kicks and hit the road...
The course is calling.

BLK/WHT
SB101

GRY/WHT
SB102

NVY/WHT
SB103

RED/WHT
SB104

GRN/WHT
SB105

WHT/WHT
SB106

BLK/BLK
SB114

HTH/NVY
SB201

HTH/GRY
SB203

HTH/BRN
SB202



Holds 6dz golf balls, 
or 24 hockey pucks, 

or 6 cans with ice

RANGER
SHAG BAG / COOLER / LUNCH TOTE

Put in the hours at the chipping green with the Jones Ranger shag
bag that comfortably holds 6 dozen practice balls. In the off-
season, shag pucks to the rink for on-ice practice. When you’re
not toting golf balls or shagging pucks, toss in 6 cold ones with ice
as the ideal companion for a trip to the beach or any venture
beyond the fairway.

BLK/BLK
RB116

BLK/WHT
RB101

GRY/WHT
RB102

NVY/WHT
RB103

RED/WHT
RB104

GRN/WHT
RB105



Multi-Layer Player’s Towel 

& Storm Shield

Canadian-made STORM TOWEL is built tough to
perform under all playing conditions. Use the 100%
cotton terry towel inner side to wipe grooves
clean. Then, when the skies threaten, just flop
STORM TOWEL over the top of your bag for instant
protection for your clubs from a sudden down-pour
or a steady all-day rain, shielded by its water-
resistant nylon shell. No snaps or zippers to fuss
with. Strong marine-grade stainless-steel
components. Available in multiple colours.

BLK/WHT
ST101



Industrial Stitching

Super-strong Marine-Grade 
Stainless-Steel Components

Th e ATIONALN
Go l f C l u b C a n a d ao f

DISTINGUISHED EVENT GIFT

BLK/WHT
ST101

GRY/WHT
ST102

NVY/WHT
ST103

RED/WHT
ST104

WHT/WHT
ST106





ALL WEATHER

CUSTOM HEADCOVERS

5 COLOURS

WATER 
RESISTANT

CUSTOM DECORATION



NVY/WHT
SP103

RED/WHT
SP104

BLK/WHT
SP101

GRY/WHT
SP102

WHT/WHT
SP106

WATER 
RESISTANT

Protect valuables 
with the new 

WATER-RESISTANT 
Valuables Pouch for Golf



ALL-PURPOSE 
OUTDOOR CUSHION
Back | Neck | Seat

✓ At the Range
✓ On the Patio
✓ On the Course
✓ On the Power Cart
✓ By the Pool, Lake or Ocean
✓ On the Boat
✓ At the Game or Event

MILDEW RESISTANT | MACHINE WASHABLE | STAINLESS STEEL

Rip-Stop Nylon with Water-proof 
Polyurethane under-layer

Mildew-Resistant Fibre Form 
outdoor cushion

Multiple Colour & Accent options

ALL WEATHER

COURSE CUSHION

WATER 
RESISTANT

17”W x 15”H x 3”D

COMFORT WHEREVER 
YOU NEED IT

GREY	

NAVY	RED	

BLACK	

WHITE	

MILDEW RESISTANT | MACHINE WASHABLE | STAINLESS STEEL

17”W x 15”H x 3”D

CELEBRATE YOUR BRAND WITH CUSTOM DECORATION AND COLOUR ACCENTS!

WATER 
RESISTANT



PLAYERS
SERIES



PLAYERS SERIES

The Players Series bag embodies those who prefer to
experience the course on foot. With minimal and
understated aesthetics, its equipped with everything you
need in a golf bag and nothing you don’t. Three pockets
provide ample storage for enough necessities, while the
mesh beverage sleeve and interior phone compartment
keep all of your supplies securely within reach. Step up your
style by simplifying your bag with Jones Players Series.

NVY/NVY
PS103

BLK/BLK
PS101

HEATHER
BROWN
PS107

HEATHER 
CHARCOAL

PS108

HEATHER 
BLUE
PS106





UTILITY SERIES



The Utility Rover bag is designed to combine the simplicity of the popular Players
Series carry bag with the innovative aspects of the utility series bags. Choose to
carry with the iconic Jones single strap or the Utility Series double strap, the bag’s
carrying options offer comfort when trekking the course

With 7 total pockets, it truly embodies the Utility Series. Store extra layers of
clothing in the large belly pocket, keep you mid-round beverage cold in the
insulated quick-draw pocket, and secure valuables in the expandable zipper
pouch. The velcro patch allows quick access to and air-drying of your glove. Clip
your range finder case on the heavy duty D-rings, and toss your Bluetooth
speaker into the mesh sleeve. At only 3.2lbs, the Rover carry bag will keep you
fresh for another 18.

UTILITY ROVER





UTILITY SERIES

INSPIRED BY 

THE PACIFIC 

NORTHWEST

UTILITY TROUPER

The Jones Utility Trouper is a truly
versatile golf bag. Larger yet lighter,
the Trouper design provides full
functionality, yet stays consistent
with the simplicity for which Jones is
known.

A large 5-way top with an easy-grab
handle makes for effortless handling
and lifting. Dual-option shoulder
straps can be quickly converted from
Double to Single, and the added
lumbar cushion enhance comfort to
keep you fresh for another 18.



GRY TWILL 
W PINK HANDLE

UT209

PACIFIC
BLUE

UT206

BLACK UT201

NAVY TWILL 
UT202

SAND UT203

OLIVE UT204
STONE
UT207









The Jones Utility Weekender Duffle is the ultimate travel bag
for mid-week road-trips, or weekend jaunts beyond the
fairway. The full-length zipper butterflies the bag to expose two
generous compartments. With 5 mesh pockets inside, there is
abundant storage, including a cinch-close headwear pocket
which doubles as a laundry chute. The two exterior pockets
provide additional storage for quick access items. Versatility
comes with the option to carry the bag with handle straps or
the hide-away backpack straps.

FC UTILITY WEEKENDER DUFFLE

Multi-function:

Duffle-carry

or Back-pack

Multi-compartments:

Headwear

or Laundry

Shoes or

Toiletries

Clothes

BLK/GRY UTWB101





UTILITY DAYPACK

The Utility Daypack keeps it sleek and minimal. The
slim backpack design makes for the perfect bag for
the wireless computer with discerning fashion.
Protect your laptop with the padded interior sleeve
and have quick access to your tablet with either of
the two exterior pockets with the distinctive
diagonal zippers. The interior keeps the style going
with custom Utility Icon liner.









CO-PILOT TRAVELER BAG
Heather Navy. PB101 

CO-PILOT DOPP KIT
Heather Navy. DK101



DISTINGUISHED EVENT GIFT

The traditional-look Co-Pilot Dopp kit is constructed with
modern materials to provide both timeless style and
durable quality. With generous capacity, this overnight bag
is the perfect companion to accommodate any travel
toiletry need. The seamless waterproof tarpaulin interior
makes for simple clean-up of leaky face scrubs and
sunscreen bottles, while the side pocket encloses your
quick access needs. Pair with the Co-Pilot Traveler or
Weekender Duffle to be ready for your next road trip.

DOPP KIT



CO-PILOT WINE BAG

The classic heathered colours and leather accents of the Co-Pilot Wine
Bag have never made wine transport more stylish. With capacity for two
bottles of wine, the tarpaulin liner and divider will protect your
investment during the quick flight home. The full lengths zipper makes for
easy access when the time comes to pop the cork. Easily can double as a
shoe bag.
Dimensions: 12.5” (L) x 7” (W) x 6” (T)



OFFICIAL 

GOLF 

BAG



CONTACT INFORMATION:

Hathway Stewart Enterprises Ltd.

E-mail: info@hathway-stewart.com

Phone: 647-529-2297

WEBSITE: www.hathway-stewart.com


